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Jim Juvancic Wins the Opening Event at Planet 

Hollywood 

Jim Juvancic wins his third career WSOP Circuit ring. 

Jim Juvancic has just won his third career WSOP Circuit ring and first in no-limit hold'em in 
the opening event of the Planet Hollywood Circuit. Juvancic defeated a 186-player field in 
the $580 Double Stack No-Limit Hold'em (30-Minute Levels) tournament to take home the 
top prize of $24,178. Juvancic also picked up 50 Casino Championship points to take the 
early lead in the PH Casino Championship standings. 

"I haven't played many stops this year, so I came here hoping to try to win Casino 
Champion," said Juvancic. 

Juvancic is off to a great start in reaching his goal of winning Casino Champion after 
winning the first event. The winner of the Casino Championship will earn a free seat to the 
2018 $1 Million Guaranteed Global Casino Championship held at Harrah's Cherokee in 
August. Juvancic said that he played in the GCC (formerly known as the National 
Championship) three years ago and he finished three spots shy of the money. Last year, 
Juvancic missed out on qualifying for the GCC after finishing just 7.5 points shy of earning 
an at-large bid to the tournament. The top 50 point earners over the course of the entire 
Circuit season earn at-large bids to the tournament. After missing out last year, Juvancic is 
hungry to get back for shot at a six-figure payday and a WSOP gold bracelet. 

This was Juvancic's first career WSOP victory in no-limit hold'em. In 2015, Juvancic won his 
first career Circuit ring in HORSE at the Horseshoe Hammond stop and then his second ring 
in Pot-Limit Omaha here at Planet Hollywood. 

"It feels good to show people that I can actually play hold'em," said Juvancic. 

http://www.wsop.com/poker-games/omaha/


 

 

One glance at Juvancic's WSOP.com profile shows that Juvancic can more than hold his own 
in hold'em. Juvancic has cashed in the previous three World Series of Poker Las Vegas 
$10,000 Main Events. His best finish came in 2016 when he finished in 136th place for 
$49,108. Juvancic said that he plans to play again this year in hopes of collecting his fourth 
cash in a row. 

Juvancic outlasted a tough final table that consisted of WSOP Circuit ring winners Trung 
Pham (4th) and Warren Sheaves (5th). This cash marked Sheaves' 50th career WSOP cash. 
Also at the final table was JJ Liu (7th). Liu has over $3 million in career tournament 
earnings. Juvancic's final opponent was Justin Russell. Russell was playing in only fifth 
WSOP event ever and was at a disadvantage experience wise. However, Russell started 
heads up play as 6-1 chip lead. Juvancic's experience edge was enough to overcome the 
chip deficit. Russell had to settle for the runner-up prize of $14,937 and despite missing out 
on the ring, is still off to an excellent start in his young WSOP career. 

This victory marked Juvancic's 23rd career WSOP cash (8 WSOP and 15 Circuit) and 
pushed his career WSOP tournament earnings over the $325k mark. The 31-year old is 
from Westchester, Illinois and plays poker professionally. 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:    Jim Juvancic 
Nationality:  USA 
Current Residence:   Westchester, Illinois 
 

Profession:    Poker 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 2
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